DEPARTMENT OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
S K N College of Agriculture: Jobner

No.SKN/RKVY/2018/113-115

Date: 17.03.2018

To
M/s Shree Ram Construction
Baber Walo Ki Dhani
Jobner-Jaipur

Sub: Work order of Automatic Drinking Water System(Dropper/nipple) at Poultry Farm under RKVY

Sir,

With reference to subject cited above it is to submit that limited tenders were invited for providing and fixing water dropper/nipple system at brooder house and Shed "C" at Poultry Farm, SKNCOA, Jobner under RKVY-04 vide letter No. SKN/RKVY/77-84 dated 12.03.2018 and were opened on 15.03.2018 by tender committee. In this tender, the rates quoted by M/s Shree Ram Construction, Baber Walo Ki Dhani, Jobner-Jaipur were found lowest. The tender has been approved in favour of M/s Shree Ram Construction, Baber Walo Ki Dhani, Jobner-Jaipur. Please start work as per terms and conditions of the limited tender and submit the bill in triplicate in favour of the Dean, SKNCOA, Jobner.

Thanking you

Dr Mahesh Datt
PI,RKVY-04

Copy to:
1. Sh S P Mishra, Manager, Poultry Farm for information
2. Incharge,CIMCA,SKNAU,Jobner with request to upload on sppp.rajasthan.govt.in

Dr Mahesh Datt
PI,RKVY-04